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This week

Varieties and limits of 
clientelism

The mechanics of vote-
buying



“Free and fair” elections are 
cornerstone of democracy

But what does that mean exactly? 
How would you define “free” and 

“fair”?



These definitions are complicated in LA 
because vote-buying is not uncommon

If your standard for “free and fair” in LA was 
no cheating of any kind, you’d probably be left 

with no/few legitimate elections



US has own problems



Selling vote not terribly controversial



Vote-selling seen as way for poor to access 
resources



An example from Colombia’s 2019 
regional elections

2,600 reports of voting anomalies



Voters exchange vote for:

Cash (huge variability,  
range = $6 — $100)

Education (school kits, 
scholarships)

Agricultural equipment

Drugs/alcohol

Citizens in competitive races 
will let sides bid up price



10/15 seats in UN Security 
Council are on rotating, 2-

year terms

UN SC has strong, policy-
setting power over UN



US aid to countries that get rotating 
seat spikes when they enter council

Can rise to tune of $45 million



Saying the quiet part loud?

Vote-buying? And is it 
illegitimate? 



Clientelism is when politicians give voters 
individual incentives to vote in a particular way

Positive incentives

Negative incentives

Money, favors, goods

Cutting off benefits, violence



Vote-buying is very hard to observe

Positive inducements = both sides 
have incentive to conceal

Negative inducements = if threat 
credible voters stay home

Hard to distinguish:  
if person doesn’t (does) expect receipt = positive (negative)



How to measure this in a survey?

Simply ask, but person faces 
personal risk and/or social 

desirability bias

List experiments are popular way to 
learn about sensitive behaviors



List experiments



Control group

How many did you observe/
experience?



Treatment group

5. You voted for a party or politician because they gave you money during the campaign.  

Treatment group has extra, sensitive 
behavior



How does this experiment work? What can 
you do with this information?

In a town with no vote-selling, 
 average number of items in control == the average 

number of items in treatment

In a town with vote-selling,  
average number of items in control will < the average 

number of items in treatment



The vote-selling process

How do politicians actually buy votes?

Too costly/risky to do it directly

Rely on brokers to exchange incentives for 
votes

Partisans State employees
Civil society/

religion
Employers

Armed actors



Mayoral clientelism in 
Argentina

Big non-contributory social insurance program 
provides food to the poor

National Food Security Program = flour, tea, sugar, 
rice, corn flour, tomato paste, milk, pasta

Universal program but provision is highly 
decentralized: mayors have tons of discretion in 

disbursement



Goal is to credit-claim, signal to voters 
that they are personally responsible for 

disbursement

In Salta, Argentina, one mayor would 
hold open “office hours” for constituents

Decentralization likely provides 
opportunities for clientelistic exchange

Note how different this is from cash-for-
vote!



Slumdwellers often vote bank in 
exchange for services/being left alone

Density —> high capacity for collective action, can 
make slum dwellers influential in local politics



Employers

Bring employees to polls, incentivize 
particular vote outcome, prevent voting

Most salient in rural areas, and in the 
past, where large landholders had 

feudal-like control over workers’ lives





Voting of “inquilinos” (tenants) against self-
interest explained by landowner influence



Is this technically pressure to vote a 
particular way?



Evidence from Colombia of politicians 
hiring paramilitary groups to intimidate 

voters



The ELN also influences elections in Arauca, 
where it is powerful

Threaten/kill candidates 
Collude with officials



Civil society actors can also help 
deliver votes (clientelism?)



Is clientelism 
necessarily bad?

Welfare effects are ambiguous

Clientelism biased in favor of 
poorest citizens

One way for most vulnerable to get 
badly needed resources (e.g., tenure 

security in slums) 

But no incentive for public goods 
 —> inhibits growth



How different is clientelism 
from “normal” electoral 

politics?

Programmatic politics: vote for 
me and I will provide XYZ policy 

(e.g., Medicare-for-all)

Pork-barrel spending: 
legislators using federal money 

for localized projects, reward 
district/supporters



The mechanics of vote-buying



How is vote-buying even possible?

Bribe before vote —> voter best off reneging 
and voting for party they actually support

Bribe after vote —> party best off not 
paying out the bribe

Both sides have difficulty credibly 
committing to honoring contract



These commitment problems 
worse when vote is secret

Immediately after Australian ballot, employer 
influence on employees (temporarily) erodes



Politician —> broker —> voter 
Principal-agent problems all the way down

How does party know voter will 
cooperate?

And then how does party know 
that broker will do her job?

How to monitor and enforce 
agreements?



Parties have an information problem with 
respect to voters

Citizen sells vote, doesn’t even go to voting 
booth

Citizen sells vote, goes to voting booth, 
votes for true preference

Which is a trickier problem for the vote-
buyer?



Citizen sells vote, doesn’t even go to voting 
booth

Citizen sells vote, goes to voting booth, 
votes for true preference

In theory, broker can literally observe 
turnout but maybe difficult at scale

In theory unobservable, but if voter 
indifferent about politics maybe not a huge 

problem



The answer seems to be brokers, norms, 
networks, and voting technology

Brokers are often people who are well-
embedded within specific communities (i.e., 

not outsiders)

Rarely outsiders; in some cases, locally 
connected people approach parties



Brokers can leverage reciprocity norms to 
enforce vote-buying contract



Brokers are genuinely trusted in their 
communities



People simply seem to feel bad ripping off 
the person bribing them 



Brokers can identify reciprocally-minded 
people and will target them

Finan and Schecther, 2012



Being embedded in local networks gives 
brokers access to lots of information

Characteristics about people who are likely 
to vote, how they will vote, etc.

But also how and whether they voted



Neighbors essentially inform on 
one another, though unlikely 

they think of it that way

Voters might be better off 
withholding information but 

very hard to coordinate

Plus if vote-buying at 
community level they have 

incentives to police neighbors



From Philippines: people 
more central to networks 

more likely to receive gifts 
and more likely to fear 

reprisal if defect from vote



In some countries voting technology is 
less than fully anonymous

For a long time in Argentina, Uruguay, Panama, 
you vote in secret but with a ballot that only has 

one party’s candidates on it

In theory, broker can give party list to candidate, 
drive them to voting booth, and observe them so 

there’s no time to change ballot





Another tool is leveraging size of polling stations 
(Rueda, 2017)

Problem: only way to know if voters cheated is if 
broker’s candidate wins less votes than # bribed

But non-bribed voters also vote for broker’s 
candidate, making enforcement impossible



Set minimum threshold of votes for 
continuation of payment

Target small voting locations where 
enforcement is easier

Punish communities that don’t deliver



ID # used to verify where voter votes



Brokers use information to reward 
cooperative voters and punish defectors

As a repeated game, these relationships 
are ongoing and vote-buying is stable



Some goods are linked directly to party victory, 
making clientelism self-reinforcing

Public sector jobs, agricultural subsidies, etc., 
hinge on party winning

Voters have an incentive to follow-through with 
clientelistic exchange



Result is “perverse accountability”, where parties 
hold voters accountable for how they vote



The other big question: who to target?



Broad agreement that poor are most often 
targeted

Poor are cheapest vote

Poor may be risk-averse and strongly 
prefer bribe now over policy tomorrow



Core voters

Swing voters

People who reliably vote for a party 
but maybe don’t turn out

People who tend to switch party they 
support between elections

And who to spend most on: core voters, or 
swing voters?



Theory predicts that you should target “swing” 
voters, or voters who are indifferent

Cheaper/less risky to buy a Democratic vote 
from an independent than from a Republican

But most evidence points to parties buying 
core votes

Core supporter will likely turn out anyway



Why this discrepancy between theory and 
empirics?

Maybe swing voters too costly to monitor

Maybe races are mostly about turnout, and 
core voters are easier to mobilize

Or maybe it’s that brokers are shirking, and 
mobilizing core instead of swing!


